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XO FLORIDA, INCI?3 RESPONSE TO STAFF'S SUPPLEMENTAL DATA 

REQUEST REGARDING IMPLEMENTATION OF REOUIREMENTS ARISING 
FROM FEDERAL COMMUNICATION COMMISSION'S TRIENNIAL 

UNBUNDLED NETWORK ELEMENT REVIEW - HIGH-CAPACITY LOOPS 
AND TRANSPORT (DOCKET NO. 030852-TP) 

1. Provide the following information even if you do not agree that your facilities 
qualify under the TRO's self-provisioning trigger for dedicated transport. . - 

Provide the following information for each and every route in Attachment, 
BellSouth Supplemental Exhibit SWP-8, where BellSouth may have 
identified you as a self-provider of DS3 and/or dark fiber transport. 

(a) Identify whether or not you have either depbyed your own DS3 DS I 
or dark fiber facilities, or have deployed DS3 facilities by attaching 
your own optronics to activate dark fiber trammission facilities 
obtained under a long-term indefeasible right of use. 

(b) Identlfy each and every capacity level @S 1, DS3 and OCn) in which 
you are operationally ready to provide transport: along each route, and 
how many DS3 and OCn facilities along each route are carrying 
tE3fEC. 

2. Provide the following information even if you do not agree that your facilities 
q u a l i ~  under the TRO's self-provisioning trigger for dedicated transport. 
Provide the following information for each and every route in Attachments, 
Verizon Exhibits F.1 and F.2, in which Verizon may have identified you as a 
self-provider ofDS3 and/or dark fiber transport. 

(a) IdentrFy whether or not you have either deployed your own DS3 , DSl or 
dark fiber facilities, or have deployed DS3 facilities by attaching your own 
optronics to activate dark fiber transmission facilities obtained under a 
long-term indefeasible right of use. 
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(b) Identifl each and every capacity level (DS 1, DS3 and OCn) in which you 
are operationally ready to provide trakport along each route, and how 
many DS3 and OCn facilities along each route are carrying traffic. 

- .  

3. Provide the following idormation even if you do not agree that your facilities 
qualify under the TRO’s wholesale facilities trigger for dedicated tlraasport. 
Provide the following information for each and every route identified in 
Attachment, BellSouth Suppiemental Exhibit SWP-8, where BellSouth may 
have identified you as offering wholesale DS1, DS3 and/or dark fiber 
dedicated transport. 

(a) Identlfl each route on which you have deployed your own DS1 hcilities, 
or are using dark fiber facilities that you have obtaihed on an unbundled, 
leased, or purchased basis if you have attached your own optronics to 
activate the fiber, and offer a DSl route over these facilities on a widely 
available wholesale basis to other carriers desiring to serve customers on 
that route. 

(b) Identlrjr each route on which you have deployed your own DS3 facilities, 
or are using dark fiber facilities that you have obtained on an unbundled, 
leased, or purchased basis if you have attached your own opttonics to 
activate the fiber, and offer a DS3 route over these facilities on a widely 
available wholesale basis to other carriers desiring to serve customers on 
that route. 

r 

(c) Identlfy each route on which you have deployed your own dark fiber 
facilities, or obtained dark fiber facilities f h m  an entity other than the 
ILEC, and are operationally ready to lease or sell such facilities for the 
provision of fiber-based transport dong the particular route. 
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(d) Provide the number of dark fiber facilities that are available along each 
route. 

- 

4. Provide the foIlowing information even if you do not agree that your facilities 
qualie under the TRO’s wholesale facilities trigger for dedicated transport. 
Provide the following Snformation for each and every route identified in 
Attachments, Verizon Exhibits F.3 and F.4, in which Verizon may have 
identified you as offering wholesale DS 1, DS3 andor dark fiber dedicated 
transport. 

Identlfy each route on which you have deployed your own DS 1 facilities, 
or are using dark fiber facilities that you have obtained on an unbundled, 
leased, or purchased basis if you have attached your own optronics to 
activate the fiber, and offer a DSI route over these facilities on a widely 
available wholesale basis to other carriers desiring to serve customers on 
that route. 

(b) Identlfy each route on which you have deployed your own DS3 facilities, 
or are using dark fiber facilities that you have obtained on an unbundled, 
leased, or purchased basis if you have attached your own optronics to 
activate the fiber, and offer a DS3 route over these facilities on a widely 
available wholesale basis to other carriers desiring to serve customers on 
that rout e. 

(c) IdentG each route on which you have deployed your own dark fiber 
facilities, or obtained dark fiber facilities fiom an entity other than the 
ILEC, and are operationally ready to lease or sell such facilities for the 
provision of fiber-based transport along the particular route. 

(d) Provide the number of dark fiber facilities that are available along each 
route. 
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5 .  Provide all transport routes in the BellSouth and Verizon territories In which 
you filed a notice to terminate service. Identlfy whether you channelized and 
offered wholesale DS 1, DS3 and dark fiber transport dong each route. (Refer 
to BellSouth Supplemental Exhibit SWP-8 and Verizon Exhibits F.1-F.4, 
as applicable to your company.) - -  
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